There have been a range of attacks on the quantification of risk in earthing system design and assessment, including claims that such practices are archaic and irresponsible in the new world of due diligence. The presenters claim that whilst such arguments have appeal in a theoretical context, they fail in the light of real world needs to make responsible decisions across many assets and situations with restricted resources and compelling utility.

Both proponents and critics of traditional risk management approaches are frenetically debating ALARA, ALARP, SFAIRP, and many other of the latest trending acronyms associated with risk management principles. Most of these, including Bow Tie analysis and lists of credible vulnerabilities and credible threats, all direct us to outcomes that are reasonably practicable. Australia’s Work Health and Safety Act 2011 is quite clear on what is reasonably practicable in relation to a duty to ensure health and safety by reducing risk. It states that after assessing the extent of the risk, it is necessary to calculate the cost of risk minimisation strategies and whether or not the cost associated is grossly disproportionate to the risk. In the isolated assessment of just one case, this requires that we must somehow assess the change in risk and compare it to the cost associated with the treatment under consideration. In the more common situation where those involved are actually accountable for the responsible use of resources, including time & money, across a vast range of cases, this in itself becomes impracticable without a measuring stick for risk that can be moved between cases. Reasonably practicable can no more readily be claimed or defended, without a quantified assessment of risk, than it can without a measure of currency for determining the cost.

The context of this presentation is in the practicalities of designing, constructing and maintaining safe earthing systems but we suspect this work is relevant to all areas where engineers working in foresight struggle with the twenty twenty hindsight of the legal & judicial system.
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